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Amber iCalendar Converter is an accessible software, which allows you to convert your iCalendar items to other compatible
formats quickly with minimal effort. Its easy to use interface makes it simple to handle. It supports all items from vCalendar to
iCalendar, creates PDF from ICS, and can save in other formats, such as, TXT, HTML, DOC, RTF, HLP, MDB, XLS. Key
Features: - Convert iCalendar to other compatible formats - Convert vCalendar to iCalendar - Download (Paid) - Works with
Microsoft Outlook 97/98/2000/2002/2003 - Works with Microsoft Windows (Xp/7/Vista) - Supports all items from iCalendar Save output to different formats - Quick and easy to use with minimal effort - Supports all items from vCalendar - Supports all
items from iCalendar - Supports emails of any type - Auto detects your iCalendar events (either saved or imported) - Stores
time with or without the time zone (if it is not set up) - Each assigned task is saved in a separate section - Tools: - Import Export - View - Search - Save - Field List - Options - Add Workflow - Change workflow for options settings - Personalize
workflow settings - Tools: - Import - Export - View - Search - Save - Field List - Options - Add Workflow - Change workflow
for options settings - Personalize workflow settings - Notes - Tools: - Import - Export - View - Search - Save - Field List Options - Add Workflow - Change workflow for options settings - Personalize workflow settings - Notes - Dates in the selected
format - A modified colored tabs which you can use to open files - A modified color tabs which you can use to open files - A
modified color tabs which you can use to open files - A modified color tabs which you can use to open files - Print (Microsoft
Print to PDF) - Open in Windows Explorer - One click save in Microsoft Windows - Free trial is available - Save in several
formats - Save in several formats - Convert to VCS (if it is not set up) - Save in different formats - Save in different formats -
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Converts items from ICS (iCalendar) and VCS (vCalendar) documents to other file formats, such as PDF, HTML, TXT, DOC,
CHM, RTF, HLP, MDB, and XLS quick and with minimal effort from your side. Straightforward and user-friendly layout It's
wrapped in an accessible interface divided into a quick toolbar, a file list, and all the supported types. The operation is quite
simple, all you have to do is open your saved calendar event items, choose the most important ones, select the desired format,
and save them. The records are displayed by default in the list, with their summary, location, start and end time. Customize the
file list fields From the "Fields" button, you can pick other several criteria that can be used to sort the information, such as,
description, URL, UID, class, DT Stamp, and priority. From the options, you have the choice to change the event separator's
width and color, enable CSS export for HTML, open document after conversion, automatically select all events, and start each
assignment on a new page. Set up the correct settings for some of the types What's more, you can set the output details for the
PDF, such as authoring information (title, subject), page configuration, security measures, file compression (e.g. resolution,
image compression), along with viewer settings. It's possible to configure the properties for CHM, HLP, CSV and TIFF files
types. Included Features: • Manage personal time-table, define events, and create calendar events for different months and years
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• Convert iCalendar to vCalendar events • Convert ics file to mp3 • Convert.ics file to PDF, TIFF, HLP, XLS, TEX, HTML,
CALS, COMPS, or CSV • Convert ics file to CDF (StarOffice) • Convert ics file to HTML • Convert ics file to HTML in any
web browser • Convert ics file to PDF, TIFF, HLP, XLS, TEX, HTML, CALS, COMPS, or CSV • Convert vCalendar to PDF,
TIFF, HLP, XLS, TEX, HTML, CALS, COMPS, or CSV • Convert vCalendar to HTML • Convert vCalendar to PDF •
Convert v a69d392a70
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Amber iCalendar Converter is a native universal iCalendar and vCalendar to TXT/CSV converter, and a smart tool for easily,
effectively and quickly convert iCalendar and vCalendar.ics and vCalendar vcal files to TXT, HTML, CSV and other formats
files. This powerful and simple-to-use tool enables you to convert all the iCalendar and vCalendar files to TXT, CSV, HTML,
DOC, RTF, HLP, PDF, WPS, SPDF, MHTML, and PDF formats with a single click. It supports PDF/DRM-free conversion
and supports batch conversion of multiple files at one time. It converts ics and vcal files to TXT and CSV automatically and
import as many iCalendar and vCalendar files as you like. It also helps you search iCalendar and vCalendar files efficiently, by
URL and event category. It's fully integrated with MS Outlook, GMail, Hotmail, Yahoo, and Mozilla Thunderbird too. Easy to
use and full featured program, ABC Amber iCalendar Converter is highly recommended utility for those who are looking for a
smart and simple tool to effortlessly convert iCalendar and vCalendar file to TXT, CSV, HTML, DOC, RTF, HLP, PDF, WPS,
SPDF, MHTML, and PDF formats. What's more, ABC Amber iCalendar Converter is an accessible application whose main
purpose is to help you keep all essential events in one record for a faster editing, search and management. It converts items from
ICS (iCalendar) and VCS (vCalendar) documents to other file formats, such as PDF, HTML, TXT, DOC, CHM, RTF, HLP,
MDB, and XLS quick and with minimal effort from your side. Straightforward and user-friendly layout It's wrapped in an
accessible interface divided into a quick toolbar, a file list, and all the supported types. The operation is quite simple, all you
have to do is open your saved calendar event items, choose the most important ones, select the desired format, and save them.
The records are displayed by default in the list, with their summary, location, start and end time. Customize the file list fields
From the "Fields" button, you can pick other several criteria that can be used to

What's New in the?
ABC Amber iCalendar Converter is an accessible application whose main purpose is to help you keep all essential events in one
record for a faster editing, search and management. It converts items from ICS (iCalendar) and VCS (vCalendar) documents to
other file formats, such as PDF, HTML, TXT, DOC, CHM, RTF, HLP, MDB, and XLS quick and with minimal effort from
your side. Straightforward and user-friendly layout It's wrapped in an accessible interface divided into a quick toolbar, a file list,
and all the supported types. The operation is quite simple, all you have to do is open your saved calendar event items, choose the
most important ones, select the desired format, and save them. The records are displayed by default in the list, with their
summary, location, start and end time. Customize the file list fields From the "Fields" button, you can pick other several criteria
that can be used to sort the information, such as, description, URL, UID, class, DT Stamp, and priority. From the options, you
have the choice to change the event separator's width and color, enable CSS export for HTML, open document after conversion,
automatically select all events, and start each assignment on a new page. Set up the correct settings for some of the types What's
more, you can set the output details for the PDF, such as authoring information (title, subject), page configuration, security
measures, file compression (e.g. resolution, image compression), along with viewer settings. It's possible to configure the
properties for CHM, HLP, CSV and TIFF files types. The bottom line To sum it up, ABC Amber iCalendar Converter is a
reliable and easy-to-use program designed to provide a simple and quick way to convert iCalendar and vCalendar events to file
formats (PDF, CHM, XML, XLS) for an easier viewing and altering. ABC Amber iCalendar Converter Features: Converts ICS
and VCS to PDF, CHM, HTML, TXT, DOC, CHM, RTF, HLP, MDB, XLS and CSV Quickly and easily Builds PDF, HTML,
TXT, DOC, CHM, RTF, HLP, MDB, XLS and CSV from the iCalendar and vCalendar
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i3 1.8 GHz / AMD Athlon II X2 250 GHz
Memory: 4 GB RAM (8 GB RAM recommended) Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 / AMD Radeon R9 290 (2GB VRAM
or higher recommended) DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 50 GB available space
Additional Notes: Bundles that include standalone DLC and/or
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